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Preliminary Perspectives on Impact of COVID-19 to Enterprise
Software Providers
The outbreak of COVID-19 has resulted in a global health emergency and severely dislocated financial markets. Houlihan Lokey
presents an assessment of the virus’ impact on the enterprise software sector, specifically highlighting key investor focus areas
Secular Drivers and
Near-Term Impact

 Long-term secular drivers and medium-term business trends appear to be intact, but near-term deal
slippage expected; risk of potential deal slippage in March/April

Percentage Mix of
Recurring Revenue

 Recurring revenue mix a key risk variable; business models that have the highest mix of subscription
revenue are more attractive

Renewed Focus On
Profitability

 Investors have very little tolerance for inflexible burn models that are dependent on growth and new
bookings for near-term cash flow

SMB Exposure

 Investors will value a high-quality customer base; SMB exposure seen as a risk

 Assuming travel disruptions have a bigger impact on new logos vs. customer expansion
Existing Customer
Contribution to Revenue  Investors focused on percentage revenue derived from expansions, renewals, and upsells into existing
vs. New Logos
customers versus percentage revenue from new logos

Big Deal Exposure

 Greater potential risk with sales deals that heavily involve on-site direct sales representatives and longer
sales cycles, lengthy implementation cycles, and longer time to value (higher ARPC)
 While larger deals are (longer term) a net positive to the business, investors are seeing execution risk in
near-term for companies with heavy exposure to large deals

Macro-Sensitive End
Markets

 Given energy, hospitality, retail, and travel being particularly impacted, investors are focusing on software
companies with meaningful exposure to macro-sensitive verticals

International Mix

 With APAC and EMEA being high-risk regions, investors prefer companies with a more U.S.-centric
business model
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Impact of COVID-19 on Valuations
EV/NTM revenue data analytics valuation multiples have decreased by approximately 20% over the past month
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Data Analytics Companies by Enterprise Value
$ in billions
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Questions and Considerations
Volatile market conditions have created many questions for businesses. Our significant product and end-market expertise position us
to help review a variety of strategic alternatives.

How have the debt markets been affected by
COVID-19?

Syndicated loan markets sold off to 90% of par, and new issuances have slowed to a trickle. Private market issuances
are open, but on a case-by-case basis. Lenders are willing to provide financing, but are starting to seek higher yields
and more structure on terms (i.e., covenants and definitions).

What should I do if I’m considering an equity
raise in the near term?

Given the dislocation caused by COVID-19, some investors have modified their investment criteria and others have
paused their capital deployment plans. Please reach out to our team to discuss how the criteria for equity investment
have evolved and how we can be helpful with your particular situation.

What should I do if I’m considering a sale?

Our relationships in the software industry, along with Wall Street’s best private equity coverage group, gives us
unmatched, real-time insights into current buyer sentiment and potential diligence and other concerns related to
COVID-19 that directly inform our ability to construct a sale process roadmap to maximize value.

Do I need to discuss COVID-19 as it relates to
due diligence in a sale or financing process?

Yes. COVID-19 is part of the world we now live in. It is crucial to have a clear description of COVID-19 protocols in
place, a plan of attack to ensure employees are safe, and an understanding of potential business impacts from the
virus moving forward (current customers, pipeline, workforce, etc.)

What should I do if my covenants are
tightening or my lenders are being difficult?

There are a number of alternative capital providers willing to engage in refinancing discussions. Please reach out to us
directly to discuss your particular situation.

What should I do if I’m considering an
acquisition?

As companies analyze inorganic growth opportunities, it is important to understand risks to target businesses posed by
COVID-19, in addition to understanding the ideal structure for a potential acquisition. Now is a great opportunity to
accelerate M&A dialogue. Our substantial buyside expertise and leading Capital Markets Group position us to provide
guidance and capital in the current environment.

Source: S&P LCD, LFI Weekly
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How Houlihan Lokey Can Help
Our firm is extremely well equipped to help our clients navigate uncertain times. We respond quickly to challenging situations and
constantly help clients analyze, structure, negotiate, and execute the best possible solutions from both strategic and financial
perspectives.
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What We Offer

Corporate Finance

Corporate Finance

We are widely recognized as a leading M&A advisor to the middle market and have
long-standing relationships with capital providers, including commercial banks and other
senior credit providers, insurance funds, asset managers, and mezzanine fund
investors. Few other investment banks maintain the breadth of relationships and capital
markets intelligence that we do.

Mergers and Acquisitions
Capital Markets
Private Funds Advisory
Board Advisory Services
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Financial Restructuring
Company Advisory

Financial Restructuring
We have the largest restructuring practice of any global investment bank. Since 1988,
we have advised on more than 1,000 restructuring transactions (with aggregate debt
claims in excess of $2.5 trillion). We served as an advisor in 12 of the largest 15
bankruptcies from 2000 to 2019.

Financial Restructuring
Financial and Valuation Advisory
Distressed M&A
Liability Management
Creditor Advisory
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For nearly four decades, we have established ourselves as one of the largest financial
and valuation advisory firms. Our transaction expertise and leadership in the field of
valuation helps inspire confidence in financial executives, boards of directors, special
committees, investors, and business owners we serve.

Why We’re Different

Financial and Valuation Advisory
Portfolio Valuation and Fund Advisory

✓

Dominant in Special Situations and Restructuring

Transaction Opinions

✓

Significant Experience With Financing Markets

Corporate Valuation Advisory Services

✓

Senior-Level Commitment and Dedication

Transaction Advisory Services

✓

Deep, Industry-Specific Expertise

✓

Superior Work Product/Technical Abilities

✓

Creativity, Imagination, Tenacity, and Positivity

Real Estate Valuation and Advisory
Dispute Resolution Consulting
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Disclaimer
© 2020 Houlihan Lokey. All rights reserved. This material may not be reproduced in any format by any means or redistributed without the prior written
consent of Houlihan Lokey.
Houlihan Lokey gathers its data from sources it considers reliable; however, it does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information
provided within this presentation. The material presented reflects information known to the authors at the time this presentation was written, and this
information is subject to change. Houlihan Lokey makes no representations or warranties, expressed or implied, regarding the accuracy of this material.
The views expressed in this material accurately reflect the personal views of the authors regarding the subject securities and issuers and do not
necessarily coincide with those of Houlihan Lokey. Officers, directors, and partners in the Houlihan Lokey group of companies may have positions in the
securities of the companies discussed. This presentation does not constitute advice or a recommendation, offer, or solicitation with respect to the
securities of any company discussed herein, is not intended to provide information upon which to base an investment decision, and should not be
construed as such. Houlihan Lokey or its affiliates may from time to time provide investment banking or related services to these companies. Like all
Houlihan Lokey employees, the authors of this presentation receive compensation that is affected by overall firm profitability.
Houlihan Lokey is a trade name for Houlihan Lokey, Inc., and its subsidiaries and affiliates, which include those in (i) the United States: Houlihan Lokey
Capital, Inc., an SEC-registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA (www.finra.org) and SIPC (www.sipc.org) (investment banking services); Houlihan
Lokey Financial Advisors, Inc. (financial advisory services); HL Finance, LLC (syndicated leveraged finance platform); and Houlihan Lokey Real Estate
Group, Inc. (real estate advisory services); (ii) Europe: Houlihan Lokey EMEA, LLP, and Houlihan Lokey (Corporate Finance) Limited, authorized and
regulated by the U.K. Financial Conduct Authority; Houlihan Lokey S.p.A.; Houlihan Lokey GmbH; Houlihan Lokey (Netherlands) B.V.; Houlihan Lokey
(España), S.A.; and Houlihan Lokey (Corporate Finance), S.A.; (iii) the United Arab Emirates, Dubai International Financial Centre (Dubai): Houlihan
Lokey (MEA Financial Advisory) Limited, regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority for the provision of advising on financial products, arranging
deals in investments, and arranging credit and advising on credit to professional clients only; (iv) Singapore: Houlihan Lokey (Singapore) Private Limited,
an “exempt corporate finance adviser” able to provide exempt corporate finance advisory services to accredited investors only; (v) Hong Kong SAR:
Houlihan Lokey (China) Limited, licensed in Hong Kong by the Securities and Futures Commission to conduct Type 1, 4, and 6 regulated activities to
professional investors only; (vi) China: Houlihan Lokey Howard & Zukin Investment Consulting (Beijing) Co., Limited (financial advisory services); (vii)
Japan: Houlihan Lokey K.K. (financial advisory services); and (viii) Australia: Houlihan Lokey (Australia) Pty Limited (ABN 74 601 825 227), a company
incorporated in Australia and licensed by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (AFSL number 474953) in respect of financial services
provided to wholesale clients only. In the European Economic Area (EEA), Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Australia, this communication is directed to
intended recipients, including actual or potential professional clients (EEA and Dubai), accredited investors (Singapore), professional investors (Hong
Kong), and wholesale clients (Australia), respectively. Other persons, such as retail clients, are NOT the intended recipients of our communications or
services and should not act upon this communication.

CORPORATE FINANCE

FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURING
FINANCIAL AND VALUATION ADVISORY

HL.com
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